Intergroup encounters are common in nonhuman primates and can vary from affiliative to aggressive. We extracted data from the literature to test five different hypotheses: 1) where there are group size differences between opposing groups, whether the larger group is more likely to win an intergroup encounter than the smaller group; 2) whether the likelihood of a group engaging in aggressive intergroup encounters increases with group size; and 3-5) whether dominant, older individuals, and/or males are more likely to participate aggressively in intergroup encounters than subordinate, younger individuals and/or females. Our data set comprised 52 studies on 31 primate species (3 lemur species, 5 New World monkeys, 19 Old World monkeys, and 4 apes). We found that the larger group is more likely to win an encounter against a smaller group than vice versa. We found no significant relationship between group size and propensity to be aggressive during intergroup encounters. We found weak/no support for the effect of age, dominance rank, and sex on the frequency of aggression displayed toward outgroup individuals during intergroup encounters. Species-and population-specific differences in inter-and intragroup competition and in the degree of the unequal distribution of resources across group members may explain why age, dominance rank, and sex are not strong predictors of aggression during intergroup encounters.
Encounters between conspecific groups are common in group-living species (e.g., Kitchen and Beehner 2007; Mech 1988; Radford and Fawcett 2014; Thompson et al. 2017) . In recent years, there has been growing research on the causes and consequences of intergroup encounters (IGEs) in nonhuman primates (e.g., Cooper et al. 2004; Kitchen et al. 2004; Koch et al. 2016; Majolo et al. 2005; Markham et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2001) . During IGEs, members of the distinct groups can ignore/avoid each other, mate, or exchange affiliative or aggressive behaviors of variable intensity; often several of these behaviors are observed during the same encounter, displayed by different individuals or by the same animals at different times or toward different targets (Arseneau-Robar et al. 2017; Furuichi 2019) . In nonhuman primates, the number of aggressive IGEs that a group engages in per day is positively related to group size (this relationship being stronger in arboreal than in terrestrial species), territoriality, and with home-range overlap . Aggressive IGEs are expected to be caused by competition over valuable resources (Sterck et al. 1997) . Winning an IGE can give group members various fitness-related benefits, including access to the contested resource, territory/home range expansion, or mating opportunities (Radford and Fawcett 2014; Wilson and Wrangham 2003) . At the same time, IGEs can also result in severe injuries and death (Mitani et al. 2010; Tórrez-Herrera et al. 2019) , especially for members of the group losing the encounter.
For some of the resources at stake during aggressive IGEs (e.g., territory expansion/ contraction), the benefits/costs of winning/losing a IGE are shared about equally by all group members (Crofoot 2013; Kitchen and Beehner 2007) . However, in the same cases, the costs of an aggressive IGE may differ depending on individual participation (e.g., animals closer to the opposing group and more actively involved in the IGE are at greater risk of injury). Under these conditions, IGEs pose a collective action problem and the risk of free riding can be high (Crofoot and Gilby 2012; Nunn 2000; Nunn and Deaner 2004; Willems et al. 2013; . Thus, the outcome of an aggressive IGE depends on the interplay of several different factors at the group and at the individual level (Kitchen and Beehner 2007) . According to game theory, at the group level the likelihood of winning an IGE is expected to depend on the resourceholding potential of the opposing groups (i.e., relative competitive power, measured as the number of adults in each group and/or their fighting ability), on how many individuals from each group take part in the encounter and on the expected payoff of the IGE (Kitchen and Beehner 2007; Maynard Smith 1974; Maynard Smith and Parker 1976; Maynard Smith and Price 1973; Parker 1974; Wrangham 1980) . Larger groups are predicted to be dominant over and win IGEs against smaller groups (Cooper et al. 2004) , other things being equal (e.g., IGE location or resource at stake ; Brown 2013; Crofoot et al. 2008; Gilby et al. 2013; . This might be because the larger the group size difference between two opposing groups, the lower is the risk of injury for each group member of the larger group due to numeric advantage and/or dilution effects (Wrangham 1999) . Thus, individuals in larger groups should be more likely to take part in aggressive IGEs than those in smaller groups (Kitchen et al. 2004; Langergraber et al. 2017; Mitani and Watts 2005; Van Belle and Scarry 2015; . At the same time, larger groups are more at risk of free riding during IGEs, because the larger the group the lower the benefit that each group member gains by participating in a IGE (Willems et al. 2013) . Moreover, in large groups it is more difficult to monitor the behavior of group members and coerce their participation in the aggressive IGE (Kitchen and Beehner 2007) . If so, a greater proportion of individuals in smaller groups is expected to participate in aggressive IGEs (Bonanni et al. 2010) . Moreover, the intensity of aggression during IGEs is expected to depend on the value of the resource and the magnitude of the difference in competitive capacity between the opposing groups. IGEs are more likely to result in intense aggression the closer the competitive capacity of the opposing groups (Mirville et al. 2018) and/or the more valuable the resource at stake.
At the individual level, animals should be more likely to face the potential risks of actively participating in an aggressive IGE, the greater the benefits they gain. Indeed, aggressive interactions between groups may be better described as the result of individual-level decisions, where payoffs for participation (or lack of it) differ across individuals, than as a group-level communal defence of resources . Age, dominance rank, and sex are three key characteristics affecting individual participation in aggressive IGEs (Kitchen and Beehner 2007) . Dominant/adult individuals may gain greater fitness-related benefits than subordinate/younger animals by being aggressive toward outgroup individuals during IGEs, because they should have preferential access to the contested resources if their group wins an IGE (Arseneau-Robar et al. 2017; Cooper et al. 2004; Lazaro-Perea 2001; Majolo et al. 2005; Nunn and Deaner 2004; . For example, dominant individuals should be particularly aggressive during IGEs occurring in the mating season, if winning a IGE increases their mating opportunities in comparison to subordinates (Cooper et al. 2004; Majolo et al. 2005) . Similarly, adults can gain mating opportunities that are not yet available to sexually immature individuals (Lazaro-Perea 2001) . Aggressive IGEs are particularly risky for younger individuals, if they are involved in aggressive confrontations with fully grown animals from the opposing group; thus, younger individuals should be less likely to take part in IGEs than adults. At the same time, subadult animals, and more broadly individuals who are ready to disperse into a new group, can use IGEs to assess the risk of emigrating into a new group and thus could attempt to affiliate with, or be aggressive toward outgroup individuals, when they are ready to disperse (Ishizuka et al. 2019; Majolo et al. 2005; Toda in press) . Moreover, it is possible that age-related effects become less prominent once an individual has reached sexual maturity. In relation to sex differences, males are often found to be more aggressive during IGEs than females (Kitchen and Beehner 2007) : they can reduce the likelihood of male immigration into their group, maintaining monopolization of their group females and reducing the risk of infanticide, they can gain mating opportunities with outgroup females, and they can protect food sources for their females and themselves (Cooper et al. 2004; Lewis et al. in press; Majolo et al. 2005; Payne et al. 2003) . However, female primates can be equally/more aggressive toward outgroup individuals than males when, for example, they are the dominant sex (Koch et al. 2016) . Moreover, females avoid the risk of engaging in aggressive interactions with outgroup members by incentivizing their group males to participate in IGEs and by punishing males that do not take part (Arseneau-Robar et al. 2016 .
Despite the growing number of single-species studies on IGEs in nonhuman primates, some qualitative reviews and theoretical frameworks on the topic (Kitchen and Beehner 2007; Radford et al. 2016; Christensen and Radford 2018) , there are very few comparative quantitative tests of group-and individual-level factors affecting IGE individual participation and outcome . In light of the large intra-and interspecific differences observed in the social behavior of primates and of the over-/underrepresentation of some species in the literature, testing whether IGEs are affected by similar factors (e.g., dominance status or sex) across primate populations and species is of primary importance. To this end, we used meta-analytical techniques to quantitatively analyze the importance of group size and of individual characteristics (i.e., age, dominance rank, and sex) on aggressive IGEs in nonhuman primates. First, we tested whether there is a significant relationship between group size and how likely an IGE is to be aggressive. If intergroup aggression is less costly for individuals in larger groups, owing to numeric advantage and/or dilution effects, we predicted that there should be a positive relationship between the number of adults and subadults in a group and how likely a group is to exchange aggression with another group. Conversely, if the risk of free riding increases in larger groups, we predicted a negative, or no significant relationship between group size and proportion of aggressive IGEs. Second, for IGEs where opposing groups differ in group size, we predicted that the larger group would be more likely to win an encounter than the smaller group. In the remaining analyses we focused on factors that can explain individual aggressive participation in IGEs. We tested whether older or more dominant individuals are more likely to participate aggressively in IGEs than younger or subordinate individuals. Moreover, we tested the hypothesis that male primates are more likely to participate aggressively in IGEs than females.
Methods

Data Collection
We ran a systematic review of the literature on IGEs in nonhuman primates published between January 1965 and November 2018. We used the Web of Science (© Thomson Reuters Corporation) to search for relevant papers and books, and ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global (© ProQuest LLC.) for PhD/MSc theses. We searched these two databases for any study containing a combination of the following four words in the output's title, abstract or keywords: between-group or inter-group or out-group and aggression or competition or dominance or encounter or interaction or threat or conflict or territorial or contest and primate ( Fig. 1) . We checked the abstracts of the selected studies to remove findings on non-group-living primates or those that were not relevant for our meta-analysis. From the potentially useful publications, we included only studies on IGEs that contained the data necessary to test our hypotheses (see later). To be included in our meta-analysis, a study had to use a definition of IGEs requiring members from the two groups to be potentially/effectively in visual contact with one another. However, we decided to rely on the study-specific criteria for maximum distance between groups to define an encounter for three reasons. First, there is no general consensus in the literature on what criteria should be used to define an IGE. The majority of studies in our meta-analysis used maximum distance between two groups to define the start/end of an encounter, whereas other studies focused on visual contact between the groups irrespective of their distance from one another. Second, differences across studies in the maximum distance between groups, used to define the start/end of an IGE, were due to the biology of the studied species and their habitat (e.g., habitat characteristics and visibility where the study was conducted, location of IGEs, body size or degree of terrestriality of the study species). For example, IGEs in western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) in Lokoue were defined to occur when two groups were at a distance of ≤250 m and potentially in visual contact with one another, because all encounters were observed in forest clearings that had a maximum size of ca. 250 m and good visibility (Caillaud et al. 2008) . Conversely, in the subtropical forest of Yakushima Island, Japan, where visibility is relatively poor, two groups of Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata yakui) had to be within 50 m for an IGE to be defined to occur (Majolo et al. 2005) . Third, in some of the studies included in our meta-analysis, the definition of IGE required members of the opposing groups to interact with one another, but there were no data on the maximum distance between groups to define the
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Records identified through searching on Web of Knowledge, selecting articles in Behavioral Sciences using keywords:
'between-group' or 'inter-group' or 'out-group ' and 'aggression' or 'competition' or 'dominance' or 'encounter' or 'interaction' or 'threat' or 'conflict' or 'territorial' or 'contest' and 'primate' (N = 4026) start/end of an encounter. We included studies on wild or free-ranging but provisioned primates to enlarge our sample size. Conversely, we excluded from our meta-analysis studies in which two distinct groups only interacted through long-distance calls (e.g., Bonadonna in press; Van Belle and Estrada 2019), and studies in which one group was presented with playback calls (or other visual/olfactory stimuli) simulating the presence of another group. We excluded those studies because the outcome of long-distance interactions is often difficult to assess. Moreover, individual participation in longdistance interactions and/or response to playback calls have less/no immediate consequences for individual fitness in comparison to short-distance aggressive interactions. Finally, we excluded all studies conducted in captivity but one (Nunn and Deaner 2004) , because in all of the excluded captive studies the two groups were separated by a fence and could not interact freely with one another. From the studies that met the foregoing criteria, we included in our meta-analysis the studies that contained statistical analyses on, or raw data that allowed us to calculate, at least one of the following five measures: 1) correlation between group size and proportion of aggressive IGEs (i.e., the N of encounters where the two groups exchanged aggression divided by total N of encounters observed); 2) correlation between group size difference between two opposing groups and proportion of IGEs won by the larger group (winning an encounter being defined as one group, the winner, displacing another group, the loser); 3-5) correlation between the age/dominance rank/sex of the individuals and the frequency of their aggressive participation in IGEs. Throughout this article, we use the term group size to refer to the total number of adult and subadult individuals of the two sexes in a group; aggression refers to threats (vocal, facial, or full body displays), chases, slaps, grabs, or bites directed to members of the opposite group. As species in our data set had different behavioral repertoires, we did not use predetermined criteria to define an encounter as aggressive but relied on the speciesspecific aggressive behaviors used by the authors of the primary studies.
Screening
Statistical Analyses
For each study included in our meta-analysis, we extracted the Pearson correlation coefficient for the five relationships described earlier. A positive Pearson correlation coefficient indicated, respectively, that 1) larger groups experienced aggression in a greater proportion of IGEs than smaller groups (hereafter group size-aggression effect'); 2) IGEs were more likely to be won by the larger of the two opposing groups (hereafter group size-outcome effect); 3) older individuals were more aggressive than younger individuals (hereafter age effect'); 4) more dominant individuals were more aggressive than less dominant individuals during IGEs (dominance rank effect); 5) males were more aggressive than females during IGEs (hereafter sex difference effect). For studies in which rank was inversely scored (i.e., dominant individuals were assigned a lower number than subordinates) we adjusted the sign of the correlation coefficient so that a positive correlation always indicated greater aggression by dominant individuals. For the data on age and dominance rank effects we also recoded the sex of the study individuals, because the majority of studies that contained relevant data had tested the effect of these factors in just one sex. When a Pearson correlation coefficient for one or more of these relationships was not available in the selected study, we calculated it from raw data available in the studies, using SPSS v. 22.0 (© IBM). For studies from which we could not extract or calculate a Pearson correlation coefficient, we used other statistics (chi-square, F, t, or P value) for the relevant relationships and converted these figures into Pearson correlation coefficients using MetaWin Statistical Calculator (Rosenberg et al. 2000) . This meta-analysis was based on 52 studies on 31 primate species (3 lemur species, 5 New World monkeys, 19 Old World monkeys, and 4 apes; Electronic Supplementary Material [ESM] Table SI) .
We used the Fisher transformation to calculate Fisher's Z values and variance from Pearson correlation coefficients using MetaWin v. 2.1 (Rosenberg et al. 2000) . We ran five different sets of meta-analyses, one for each of the five predictions (see earlier). We used phylogenetically controlled mixed-effects models on the effect sizes (Fisher's Z values) and their weighed variance, with the restricted maximum likelihood method, using the package metafor (Viechtbauer 2010) in R (R Core Team 2017).
For each of the five data sets, we included three random factors in the model: study ID as based on publication, to control for multiple data obtained from the same study; species ID, to control for multiple data from the same species; and species phylogeny (ESM Figs. S1-S5) to account for potential phylogenetic inertia in the observed behaviors (Blomberg and Garland 2002) . We built the phylogenetic trees using the 10ktrees primate phylogeny v.2 (using a consensus tree and the chronogram branch option), accessible at: http://10ktrees.fas.harvard.edu (Arnold et al. 2010 ). We entered phylogenetic information into our models as a variance-covariance matrix (Nakagawa and Santos 2012) . For all models, we printed the profile plots to check if the addition of random factors led to models that could be fully resolved (i.e., the model had a clear maximum). For the datasets on age and dominance rank, we also built a model including sex of the study animal (male or female) as a fixed factor, because in these two data sets we had separate Fisher's Z values for males and females (see earlier).
We ran all meta-analyses using the function rma.mv in metafor (Viechtbauer 2010 ). We used the following measures to estimate the fit of each model and its degree of heterogeneity: we calculated the generalized/weighted least squares extension of Cochran's Q (for models with random factors only) and the QE test (for models with the fixed factor sex) to compare the observed variance across studies to the expected variance due to sampling error; we calculated the total degree of heterogeneity, I 2 , to measure the extent to which the factors included in the model actually contribute to the variability in the correlation coefficients reported in the literature (Higgins et al. 2003) ; and we also calculated the degree of heterogeneity that each random factor (study ID, species ID, and species phylogeny) contributed to the total I 2 .
For the data sets on age and dominance rank, we used the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and a log-likelihood ratio test to assess the fit of our fixed-effect models (including sex) in relation to the basic models (with only random factors). We assessed the significance of the fixed factors using the omnibus QM test, which allowed us to test the null hypothesis that the beta coefficients in the model are all equal to zero. We reran the models with the maximum likelihood method, as the log-likelihood ratio test cannot be run with the restricted maximum likelihood method (Viechtbauer 2010) . All models contained intercepts. When the inclusion of a fixed factor (sex) was significant, we reran the model excluding the intercept to test for effects within each sex separately.
To test whether our data were affected by publication bias, we present funnel plots for the five models; in addition, we used the regression test for funnel plot asymmetry to detect any significant publication bias. The presence of several data points well outside the funnel and a significant test for funnel plot asymmetry could indicate a potential publication bias. As this procedure has been recently criticized (Simonsohn 2017) , we also analyzed the relationship between the Fisher's Z values and year of publication of the studies included in each data set (entered as a continuous fixed factor), to explore whether the magnitude of effect sizes changed over the years (Kelly et al. 2018) .
As our data sets comprised studies that used different definitions of IGEs (see earlier), we ran five control models, one for each data set, to analyze the effect of definition of IGE. In these analyses we entered the following two variables as fixed factors, one at a time to avoid over-parameterization of the model: 1) definition of IGE (binary: definition provided in the study or not); and 2) distance (continuous: maximum distance between two groups to define an IGE). We ran the second control model on a smaller sample size, as only some studies had used a distance to define an IGE. Definition of IGE and maximum distance to define an IGEs had no significant effect on the Fisher's Z values in the five data sets (all P > 0.28); thus, we excluded these variables from any further analyses. We also wanted to control for the effect of provisioning, as our data sets comprised studies on both provisioned and "wild" animals. However, we never had more than two provisioned studies in each data set and 90% of these studies were on macaque species. For this reason, we did not run any analysis to control for the effect of provisioning on the Fisher's Z values.
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Data Availability
The data set generated and analyzed during the current study is available in the ESM Table SI .
Results
Publication Bias
Even though some data points were outside the funnel in the respective funnel plots (ESM Figs. S6-S10), we did not find any consistent indication of publication bias for any of our data sets, as the regression tests for funnel plot asymmetry were all not significant (all Z < |1.80|, all P > 0.08) and year of publication of the studies had no significant effect on the Fisher's Z values (all Z < |1.52|, all P > 0.13).
Group Size-Aggression Effect
Cochran's test for heterogeneity was significant (Qs = 38.45, df = 11, P < 0.001), suggesting that the variance across studies was greater than the variance due to sampling error. Total heterogeneity was high (I 2 = 78.81%) and it was almost completely due to species ID (I 2 = 78.81) with a very minor contribution of species phylogeny (I 2 < 0.0001%). The random factor study ID was excluded from this model, as no study contributed with more than one data point. The effect size for the group size-aggression relationship was low (0.013) and group size was not significantly related to the proportion of aggressive IGEs a group is involved in (estimate ± SE = 0.01 ± 0.27, Z = 0.05, k = 12, P = 0.96; Fig. 2 ).
Group Size-Outcome Effect
Cochran's test for heterogeneity was significant (Qs = 34.79, df = 22, P < 0.05) and total heterogeneity was relatively low (I 2 = 32.71%). The model heterogeneity was almost completely due to study ID (I 2 = 32.71) with a very minor contribution of species ID (I 2 < 0.001%) and no contribution of species phylogeny (I 2 = 0.00%). We found a moderate/high effect of group size-outcome: groups that were larger compared to their opponents were significantly more likely to win an IGE than smaller groups (estimate ± SE = 0.46 ± 0.12, Z = 3.99, k = 23, P < 0.0001; Fig. 3 ).
Age Effect
Cochran's test for heterogeneity was significant (Qs = 78.12, df = 7, P < 0.0001); total heterogeneity was high (I 2 = 96.42%) and due to species phylogeny (I 2 = 96.42%), with almost zero contribution from study ID and species ID (both I 2 < 0.001%). Although the effect size was moderate, the relationship between the age of an individual and its frequency of aggressive participation in BGEs was nonsignificant (estimate ± SE = 0.37 ± 0.83, Z = 0.45, k = 8, P = 0.65; Fig. 4 ). When we included "sex" to the model, the model fit did not improve significantly (likelihood ratio test P = 0.48; AIC random effects model = 22.70, AIC mixed-effects model = 24.21). Furthermore, the Omnibus QM test suggested that the effect sizes for males and females were not significantly different from zero (QM = 0.31, df = 1, P = 0.58) and the estimated average effect size for males was not significantly different from that for females (estimate of difference = 0.18, Z = 0.55, P = 0.58). Thus, the relationship between age and frequency of aggressive participation in IGE did not differ between the sexes.
Dominance Rank Effect
Cochran's test for heterogeneity was significant (Qs = 116.96, df = 17, P < 0.0001); total heterogeneity was high (I 2 = 96.42%) and due to species phylogeny (I 2 = 89.77%), with almost zero contribution from study ID and species ID (both I 2 < 0.001%). The effect size was low and the relationship between the dominance rank of an individual and its frequency of aggressive participation in IGEs was nonsignificant (estimate ± SE = 0.05 ± 0.58, Z = 0.09, P = 0.94; Fig. 5 ). When we included sex in the model, the model fit improved significantly (likelihood ratio test; P = 0.0005; AIC random effects model = 55.74, AIC mixed-effects model = 45.64). The Omnibus QM test suggested that the effect sizes for males and females were significantly different from zero (QM = 12.01, df = 1, P < 0.001). The estimated average effect size was significantly different between the two sexes (estimate of difference = 0.78, Z = 3.47, P < 0.001) and it was positive for males and negative for females, suggesting that dominant males were more aggressive during IGEs than subordinates whereas the reverse was true for females. However, neither males nor females on their own showed a significant relationship between dominance rank and frequency of aggressive participation in IGEs (females: estimate = −0.31, Z = −0.53, P = 0.59; males: estimate = 0.47, Z = 0.80, P = 0.43). Fig. 3 Forest plot of the Fisher's Z values and 95% CIs of group size-outcome (correlation group size difference between the two opposing groups and IGE outcome) for the species/populations included in our analyses. Positive Fisher's Z values indicate that the larger of the two opposing groups is more likely to win an IGE than the smaller group. Full details of the numbered references are in the Electronic Supplementary Material.
Sex Difference Effect
Cochran's test for heterogeneity was significant (Qs = 289.21, df = 27, P < 0.0001). Total heterogeneity was high (I 2 = 95.64%) and it was mostly due to species ID (I 2 = 58 [ 1.02, 2.15]   0.50 [-0.11, 1.12]   0.10 [-0.23, 0.44]   0.22 [-0.65, 1.10 41.64%) and species phylogeny (I 2 = 48.64%), with a small contribution from study ID (I 2 = 5.36%). Contrary to our prediction, there was no significant relationship between sex of the individual and proportion of aggression displayed during IGEs (estimate ± SE = 0.48 ± 0.41, Z = 1.19, k = 28, P = 0.24; Fig. 6 ). As the mean effect size for sex differences in aggression was moderate/high, we ran a second analysis removing all the random factors from the model. This second analysis showed that males are significantly more aggressive during IGEs than females (estimate ± SE = 0.56 ± 0.14, Z = 3.88, P < 0.001). Taken together, the two analyses indicate that males are more aggressive than females in the primate species represented in our data set, but that the sex difference disappears when controlling for phylogeny.
Discussion
In our analyses we found support for the hypothesis that, for encounters in which there is numeric disparity between the two opposing groups (based on total number of adults and subadults of both sexes in each group), the larger group is more likely to win a IGE against a smaller group than vice versa. Group size per se was not a predictor of the likelihood that a group was aggressive during IGEs. Interestingly, we found only little support for the hypothesis that dominance rank and age affect how frequently animals enter into aggressive IGEs. Although we found a moderate/high mean effect size for sex differences in aggression during IGEs, potentially providing support for our predictions that males would be more aggressive than females during IGEs, this result disappeared when we controlled for phylogeny and study ID. Thus, the effect of sex differences, although present in the species represented in our data set, cannot be taken as a general effect in primates. Comparative studies, including our own, are often biased in favor of more frequently studied populations or species. Thus, the inclusion of phylogenetic control is essential to determine if the observed result is representative of the entire phylum.
Although the fitness consequences of intergroup competition have rarely been investigated, winning an IGE or being dominant over another group should give fitness-related benefits to the winner (Koenig 2002; Markham et al. 2012; Scarry 2017; Wilson et al. 2012) . For example, dominant groups have greater quality and quantity of food in their core areas than subordinate groups in black-and-white colobus monkeys (Colobus guereza: Harris 2006) . Our data indicate that relative group size plays an important role in predicting the outcome of IGEs. Contrary to this finding, the number of participants in an IGE does not predict the chance of winning it in vervet monkeys (Chlorocebus pygerythrus; Koch in press) and in bonobos (Pan paniscus; Moscovice et al. in press) . In some species neighboring groups can be ranked along a linear dominance hierarchy (Japanese macaque: Sugiura et al. 2000 ; bonnet macaque, Macaca radiata: Cooper et al. 2004; black-andwhite colobus: Harris 2006 ; mantled howler monkey, Alouatta palliata: Hopkins 2013) although the long-term stability of these dominance relationships is unclear. However, other studies found IGE outcome to be location dependent: the group closer to the core of their home range is more likely to win an IGE, regardless of numeric differences between the two opposing groups (white-faced capuchin, Cebus capucinus: Crofoot et al. 2008; Verreaux's sifakas, Propithecus verreauxi: Koch et al. 2016) . Unfortunately, our data did not allow us to test the role of IGE location and dominance relationship (i.e., previous history of IGEs between opposing groups) on IGE outcome. Moreover, we used group size difference as a predictor of IGE because not enough data on how many individuals in each group participate in IGEs are available in the literature. The actual number of individuals taking part in aR Development Core Teamn IGE may be a stronger predictor of IGE outcome than overall group size. For example, in noncooperatively breeding species with a high degree of genetic diversity between group members, the risk of free riding is expected to increase with group size , due to reduced capacity to coerce participation in IGEs and low collective defense of resources driven by kin-selection mechanisms. If so, larger groups do not necessarily have a numeric advantage over smaller groups. At the same time, individuals that do not take an active role during aggressive IGEs may still pose a threat to the opposing group, because they might become aggressive if or when the odds of winning an IGE go against their own group. For example, in mountain gorillas (Gorilla gorilla beringei) aggression during IGEs escalated when groups were matched in terms of group size (Mirville et al. 2018) . A larger number of studies is necessary before these issues can be addressed by comparative analyses.
Our meta-analysis gave weak/no support to the predictions that dominance rank, age, and sex affect individual differences in participation in IGEs. Contrary to what has been found in previous studies (e.g., Cooper et al. 2004; Majolo et al. 2005; Koch et al. 2016; Lewis et al. in press) , dominant individuals and/or males are no more likely to take part in aggressive IGEs than subordinates/females. In relation to age effects, the relationship between age and frequency of BGE aggression might not be linear and may be more accurately described by an inverted U-shaped curve. Juveniles and subadults might be less aggressive during IGEs in order to avoid the risk of engaging in a fight with full-grown opponents. IGE aggression should peak when animals are fully adult and at the peak of their physical and reproductive capacity and gradually decrease as they become older. This, together with the difficulty of correctly estimating age in primates when no life history records are available, could partially explain why age did not predict aggression during IGEs.
Large interspecific differences in participation in IGEs exist in relation to developmental trajectories, life history variables, steepness of the dominance hierarchy, and sexual dimorphism. This stresses the importance of increasing our effort to study a larger range of taxa and of comparative analyses. Overall, our lack of support for consistent individual differences across species for frequency of aggression during IGEs in relation to dominance rank, age, and sex may be due to the different, species-specific strategies, and counter-strategies employed by different group members. Selfish interests are expected to be the main driver of behavior during IGEs, at the expense of group-level communal defense of resources . This is particularly true for multimalemultifemale groups in which intragroup competition for resources is high and results in an unequal benefits/costs ratio across group members. For example, in vervet monkeys females attempt to instigate aggressive IGEs, to out-compete the opposing group and gain access to limiting food sources (Arseneau-Robar et al. 2016), while males are aggressive toward intragroup females that attempt to do so (Arseneau-Robar et al. 2018), because engaging in conflicts with outgroup males can be costly. In this species, dominant males might spend more time trying to stop females from escalating an IGE than actually being aggressive toward the other group. At the same time, subordinate males might be aggressive toward the opposite group to be rewarded by the females and gain mating opportunities. During IGEs, animals may try to maximize their payoff not just in terms of competition with the opposing group but also in terms of possible gains within their group. If so, the predicted greater likelihood that dominant animals aggressively participate in IGEs might be masked by the alternative strategies employed by subordinates. Interactions between groups, involving close-distance aggression, long-distance calls, and intergroup affiliation or avoidance, affect intragroup social dynamics over the short and longterm Mirville et al. in press; Radford et al. 2016; Samuni et al. 2019; Yi 2019) . Thus, individual decisions during IGEs can be driven by the complex interplay of the social and ecological benefits that each animal gains/loses during social interactions with its group members and with the opposing group, which will make it hard to detect generalizable commonalities across a wide range of species in meta-analyses such as ours.
